ARDEN

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, & Cherry
Full Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Mitered Corners
5-Piece Drawer Front

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
HANSON

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, Cherry, Oak, & Hickory
Partial Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Solid Slab Drawer Front

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
HASKETT

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, & Cherry
Full Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Mitered Corners
5-Piece Drawer Front

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
KARSEN

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, & Cherry
Full Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Solid Profiled Slab Drawer Front
5-Piece Drawer Front Option

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
style KELBY
specie TRUECOLOR™
finish EGRET
KELBY

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, & Cherry
Partial Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Mitered Corners
5-Piece Drawer Front

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
NELSON

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, & Cherry

Full Overlay Design

Flat Center Panel

Solid Slab Drawer Front

5-Piece Drawer Front Option

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
THORPE

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple & Cherry

Full Overlay Design

TrueColor™ Slab Door

TrueColor™ Slab Drawer Front

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
WALLACE

Available In: Painted, TrueColor, Maple, Cherry, Oak, & Hickory

Full Overlay Design
Flat Center Panel
Solid Slab Drawer Front
5-Piece Drawer Front Option

Visualize Your Dream Bathroom
STYLISH.  
CLEANABLE.  
DURABLE.

Prelude TrueColor offers all of the beauty of paint without the upkeep or the upcharge, so it is the optimal choice when cleanability and durability are as important as color and style. With availability in a wide choice of Prelude’s most popular door styles and in every color offered in the series, TrueColor is a budget-friendly option with a look to fit nearly every taste. The real question just might be - why not TrueColor?
STYLISH.  
CLEANABLE.  
DURABLE.
Stains and glazes will appear slightly differently on different wood species. See designer for details.
Paint is applied to a blend of hardwood and engineered material for durability and consistent coverage.
ARDEN TRUECOLOR™ WHITE: Lighting: Westmore Filmore Lighting Brushed Nickel, Item #550172 • Sink: American Standard White Drop-in Round Sink, Item #600776 • Faucet: Moen Oxy Spot Resist Brushed Nickel, Item #749678 • Countertops: LG HI-MACS Roma Solid Surface, Item #858919 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Chatroom HGSW3225 • Cabinet Hardware: Diamond Prelude, PULLH50 • Flooring: Style Selections Ridgemont Silver Porcelain Floor Tile, Item #783040

HANSON TRUECOLOR™ CLOUD: Lighting: Kichler Everly Light Chrome, Item #691774 • Mirror: Décor Wonderland Rectangular, Item #473343 • Sink: American Standard Esteem White Undermount Square, Item #689096 • Faucet: Moen 90 Degree Chrome, Item #886779 • Countertops: Allen + Roth Blushing Ivory, Item #841407 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Sky House HGSW3297 • Cabinet Hardware: Amerock Sleek Bar Polished Chrome, Item #569815 • Flooring: Emser Stadium Cement Ceramic Floor Tile, Item #714540

HASKETT TRUECOLOR™ MARITIME: Lighting: Quoizel Soho Brushed Nickel, Item #760128 • Mirror: Décor Wonderland Khloe Oval, Item #473343 • Sink: American Standard White Undermount Round, Item #600873 • Faucet: Moen Wynford Brushed Nickel, Item #699436 • Countertops: LG HI-MACS Basillica, Item #858902 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Fawn Brindle HGSW2454 • Hardware: Diamond Prelude PULLH64 • Flooring: Style Selections Leonia Silver Porcelain Floor Tile, Item #486467

KARSEN TRUECOLOR™ MOONSTONE: Sink: American Standard Esteem White Undermount Square, Item #689096 • Faucet: Moen Boardwalk Brushed Nickel, Item #749688 • Countertops: Allen + Roth Cosmic Vapor, Item #719521 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Woody Rosemary HGSW3266 • Cabinet Hardware: Richelieu Brushed Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Item #504322 • Flooring: Natural Floors - Vintage Traditions Smoked Oak, Item #786022

KELBY TRUECOLOR™ EGRET: Lighting: Quoizel Soho Bronze, Item #726793 • Sink: American Standard Linen Drop-in Oval, Item #600743 • Faucet: Moen Waterhill Oil Rubbed Bronze, Item #886100 • Countertops: LG HI-MACS Colosseum, Item #858904 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Gray Sanctuary HGSW1476 • Cabinet Hardware: Richelieu Brushed Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Item #504322 • Flooring: Natural Floors - Vintage Traditions Smoked Oak, Item #786022

NELSON TRUECOLOR™ COCONUT: Lighting: Kichler Hendrik Olde Bronze, Item #691774 • Sink: American Standard Linen Undermount Square, Item #601324 • Faucet: Moen Voss Oil Rubbed Bronze, Item #446537 • Countertops: Eco by Cosentino Iron Ore Quartz, Item #416346 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Iconic White HGSW4004 • Cabinet Hardware: Diamond Prelude PULLH61 • Flooring: Style Selections Chique Gris Porcelain, Item #683047

THORPE TRUECOLOR™ MARITIME: Lighting: Progress Lighting Replay Black, Item #755457 • Sink: American Standard Esteem White Undermount Square, Item #689096 • Faucet: Moen Kingsley Wrought Iron, Item #885374 • Countertops: LG HI-MACS Ripe Cotton, Item #703885 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Iconic White HGSW4004 • Cabinet Hardware: Diamond Prelude PULLH61 • Flooring: Style Selections Chique Gris Porcelain, Item #683047

WALLACE TRUECOLOR™ FOREST FLOOR: Lighting: Moen Brantford Brushed Nickel, Item #605326 • Faucet: Moen Waterhill Brushed Nickel Oval, Item #885652 • Sink: American Standard White Undermount Oval, Item #563702 • Mirror: Moen Rockcliff Brushed Nickel Rectangular, Item #760309 • Countertop: Silestone Coral Clay, Item #761178 • Wall Color: HGTV HOME™ by Sherwin-Williams Aesthetic White HGSW9011 • Cabinet Hardware: Diamond Prelude PULLRH25 (Pulls), Diamond Prelude KNOBH24 (Knobs) • Flooring: Del Conca Roman Stone Beige Porcelain, Item #11970
Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or design evolution. Specifications are subject to change without notice. For more details, see diamondatlowes.com or check with your designer.